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The Reagan Revolution
and the Return of
American Conservatism
By Matt Zupon
Penn State University

On February 6th, 1911, in a small apartment
in Tampico Illinois, a very special baby entered the world (WhiteHouse.gov). A baby
that would one day grow up to start his professional life as an exuberant radio host, an
energetic actor, an accomplished governor,
and arguably one of the greatest American
Presidents throughout history. A man who
would stun celebrities with his marvelous talent and Soviets with his quest for global liberalization. A man who would transform the
sluggish economy of the 1970’s into a period
of rapid economic expansion in the 1980’s. A
man who would cast his gaze lovingly upon
our flag, our troops, and our highest office.
Although people debate Reagan’s lasting influence in America and the world, even his
sharpest critics cannot deny that his love for
freedom and heart of gold shaped the entire
decade of the 1980’s and the decade to follow. People loved Reagan’s ability to forgive
and forget, highlighted best by his forgiveness of John Hinckley Jr. On March
30th, 1981, the newly inaugurated President
Reagan’s secret service rushed him to the
George Washington University Hospital after
suffering a gun wound from his potential
shooter, John Hinckley Jr. In an amazing display of faith and compassion, President
Reagan wrote in his diary, “I focused on that
tiled ceiling and prayed. But I realized I
couldn’t ask for God’s help while at the same
time I felt hatred for the mixed up young
man who had shot me. Isn’t that the meaning
of the lost sheep? We are all God’s children
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and therefore equally beloved by him. I began to pray for his soul.” (Reagan, 12). Many
politicians in Washington today loathe those
solely for opposing their viewpoints, let
alone assaulting them.
Ronald Reagan’s popular approach to bold,
honest, straight-talking politics greatly influenced millions of the electorate to head to the
polls and vote for him and his agenda. In the
election of 1980, former California Governor
Ronald Reagan challenged President Jimmy
Carter to holding the helm of the American
people at the White House. Due to a lackluster economy, a weakened foreign policy, and
an incompetent Presidential cabinet, incumbent Carter lost in a landslide election with
Reagan winning 489 electoral votes, 50.7%
of the popular vote, and 44 states to Jimmy
Carter’s mere 49 electoral votes and only 6
states (plus Washington D.C.). When Ronald
Reagan challenged America’s former Vice
President Walter Mondale, who served under
President Carter, he won by an even larger
margin. President Reagan finished first in 49
states, trailing Mr. Mondale in only his home
state of Minnesota and Washington D.C. This
time President Reagan received 525 electoral
votes to Mondale’s 13, the highest in Presidential history, along with 58.4% of the popular vote (The American Presidency Project).
Clearly, Ronald Reagan’s popularity among
voters reverberated strongly in our capital
city.

Ronald Reagan shook up the DC establishment the minute he landed in the White
House. In fact, many people refer to the
1980’s as the “Reagan Revolution” due to
his massive cultural influence. After many
uninspiring, flawed leaders of the prior decade, Ronald Reagan would transform America into the “Shining city atop a hill” that he
so fervently mentioned. Domestically,
Reagan passed unprecedented legislation at
the time. Of all the initiatives Reagan passed
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for America, most herald him as the champion of tax reform. The tax bill breezed
through the House and Senate and relieved
millions of Americans from the heavy taxes
imposed during the progressive half of the
20th century. Though many argue, clear fact
exists that the Reagan tax cuts “ stimulates
growth, reduces tax avoidance, and can increase the amount and share of tax payments
generated by the rich.” (Frenze, 3). On top of
Reagan’s fox-like cunningness to work with
Democratic Speaker Tip O’Neill and the
Senate Democrats in 1981, he likewise
passed an even larger tax reform bill in 1986
which would not change until the 2017 Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act from President Trump
(H.R.1 – 115th Congress (2017-2018)), proving that Reagan severely shaped the future of
taxes in America.
Ronald Reagan indirectly affected American
culture with foreign affairs. Most notable for
his hardline stance against the communist
East, especially his quote “Mr. Gorbachev,
tear down this wall!” (Robinson), President
Reagan relentlessly strived for global liberalization from communist forces. Even though
the Berlin Wall would not fall until 1989, after his incumbency, and the Soviet Union
would soon collapse in 1991, many attribute
the efforts taken by President Reagan as the
final nail in the coffin. Due to this liberalization of Eastern Europe, America saw a massive influx of Russian immigrants following
the 1991 collapse. In fact, former Soviet
premier Nikita Khrushchev’s son, Sergei,
moved to the United States and obtained citizenship in 1993 (Felicity). With this influx of
Russian people followed Russian culture into
the everyday lives of Americans. Reagan’s
harshest critics condemned his hardline approach to communism.

larity resonated so loudly that his vice president, George Herbert Walker Bush, won the
election of 1988 by a landslide. Even though
he lost the election of 1992 to Democrat Bill
Clinton, President Clinton favored many
conservative ideals such as when he repealed
Glass-Steagall (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act).
After Clinton’s Presidency, Bush 41’s son,
George W. Bush, won two terms in the elections of 2000 and 2004. Even Barack
Obama’s interventionist and free-trade policies heralded Reaganism, and President
Trump’s anti-establishmentism signals the
early struggles the GOP faced with President
Reagan in the 1980’s. Aside from altering the
way Presidents think, Reagan transformed
the GOP into the “Party of Reagan”, as many
fellow Republicans in federal, state, and local governments challenge those around
them to decrease regulation, decrease spending, cut taxes, and adopt a conservative
viewpoint of life. Just as Franklin Roosevelt
transformed half a century of Washington
politics, Ronald Reagan inarguably mimicked this by sending shockwaves from
Maine to California and transformed this
country from past to present.

Ronald Reagan remained in the public spotlight for a few years following his exit from
office but sadly rescinded to his California
home following his diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
disease in 1994. While opponents falsely
used suspected traces of Alzheimer’s against
him to undermine him for his age, the illfated President sadly obtained, and lost his
life, to this terrible disease. In a statement by
Reagan’s doctors at the time to the Reagan
library, “Throughout their adult lives President and Mrs. Ronald Reagan have undergone annual physical examinations. This
continued during their years in the White
House and subsequently at the Mayo Clinic
Ronald Reagan’s lasting impact stunned
in Rochester, Minnesota. These yearly exams
even his toughest opponents. Reagan’s popu- have included thorough memory testing and
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other clinical studies.Over the past twelve
months we began to notice from President
Reagan’s test results symptoms indicating
the possibility of early stage Alzheimer’s
Disease. Additional testing and an extensive
observation over the past few weeks have led
us to conclude that President Reagan is entering the early stages of this disease. Although his health is otherwise good, it is expected that as the years go on it will begin to
deteriorate. Unfortunately, at this time there
is no cure for Alzheimer’s Disease and no
effective treatment exists that arrest its progression. We applaud President Reagan for
the courage he has demonstrated by sharing
this personal information with the American
people. However, as his personal physicians,
we respect the doctor/patient privilege and
will not be making any further comment
about his medical condition.” (“Physician’s
Explanation of Ronald Reagan’s Alzheimer’s Diagnosis). President Reagan would
lose his life on June 5th, 2004 in California,
surrounded by his family. (“Library, California State”).

From a small town in Illinois to a radio station in Iowa, to stunning stars in Hollywood
to dazzling Democrats and Republicans in
Sacramento, to changing the way we all
view and think about our government in
Washington and freeing the Eastern hemisphere of our globe, President Ronald
Reagan not only saw eight years of success
but monumental, lasting changes that we still
see to this day. Through tax reform, tearing
down walls, tidying trade deals, and toughening our Constitutional rights, Ronald
Reagan showed us that not only can Washington accomplish great tasks when united,
but we, the people of the United States of
America, can meet any goal when we all
meet under a shared value, an allencompassing virtue, the American creed of
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Though President Reagan may no longer celebrate the American creed with us on Earth,
his ideas and liveliness lives on in many people today. Governors, Senators, mayors,
Representatives, and even Presidents, both
Democrat and Republican, herald the late
“Great Communicator” through their policies, rhetoric, and approach towards elecThough many relish the Reagan administra- tions. Too many people today hate one antion and all that occurred in America during other for their differing political ideologies,
the 1980’s, one must not forget that even the but if we could all discuss the issues and
best make mistakes. After recovering from
work together to form a better America, perthe monstrosity known as Watergate, many haps we could ignite a second “Reagan RevAmericans felt relieved to have elected a
olution” and truly make America great again.
trustworthy leader. However, an incident
known as Iran-Contra scarred the Reagan administration to this day as the most negative
point in the presidency. Members of
Reagan’s administration illegally sold arms
to Iran to help combat communism in the
Middle East without Congressional approval in 1987(“Central Intelligence Agency”).
Due to this mishap, President Reagan faced a
downward trend in the polls and impeachment hearings, which made very little traction and failed.
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simple answer: she’s transgender. I have no
hatred for transgender people or anyone of
any alternative sexuality whatsoever, but to
elect her solely because her sexuality supposedly grants her the highest level of merit
By Reid Neason
is absurd. She has even implied that this
Texas A&M University
could be the case, saying that “everything
For most of us conservatives, it may feel as seems easier” since she became a woman.
if our values have been under attack recent- While she does have some good ideas, like
ly. While that may not entirely be the truth, increased rural internet access, the people
it’s certainly not far from it. With the usual need to stop looking at her transgenderism
suspects on the left endorsing a wave of vio- and start looking at her policies, many of
lence against anyone who dares resist them, which are rife with socialism.
we could only hope that the Democratic ParSpeaking of American socialism, let’s now
ty and their supporters will elect a fresh
address the very face of the ideology, the
wave of younger talent to lead their charge
darling of the Democratic Party: Alexandria
into a more civilized and prosperous future.
Ocasio-Cortez. Despite winging her way
Or so we thought.
through interviews any time she is actually
As we know, many modern leftists have
asked about her policies and turning down
contracted an addiction to identity politics, any and all debates, she is now up for the
the ideology that one’s skin color, gender,
NY-14 representative seat. While Christine
sexual preference, etc., dictates what they
Hallquist’s socialist views are limited in namust say and believe. This delusion also
ture, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s are much
puts people into a hierarchy of merit based more so, and even paying for them would
on these characteristics. (As a straight white have disastrous effects on our country. Her
conservative Christian male, I am the very
programs would cost a reported $40 TRILoffscouring of the identity politics world)
LION, including her crown jewel, universal
Medicare, which rings up at $32T. Just like
Though it did not appear to be much of a
the concept of limited supply, facts also
threat at one point, it has slowly begun to
leak into their political decisions. Christine seem to be stubborn things to her. I simply
Hallquist recently won the Democratic pri- can’t comprehend where she gets such nomary for governor of Vermont. She is a so- tions like “Unemployment is low because
everyone has two jobs” or “ICE is required
cialist, but she doesn’t know it. This is beto fill 34,000 beds with detainees every sincause she has openly admitted that she
gle night.” Don’t even get me started on her
doesn’t know what it is, then made the excuse that she “[isn’t] qualified” to say what proposal that the government should pay for
it is. So one could ask, “Why would the peo- anyone’s funeral who died because they
ple of Vermont take her so far?” There’s one couldn’t afford health care. I could go on for

Nowhere to Go, Part 3: A
Distressing Future
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Broadway plays and wine-and-dined him in
days about her shortcomings, but I’ll leave
Costa Rica. His driver records are currently
you with the fact that the Women’s Equality
tied to an active criminal investigation, and
Party endorsed her opponent. He’s a man.
he’s affiliated with several anti-Semitic and
anti-Israel groups that call for boycotts of
That’s enough socialism talk for today, so
Jewish goods and individuals. If that’s not
let’s move on to the simply bad apples. And
enough anti-Semitism for you, his running
who better to start with than their poster
child, Kyrsten Sinema? Her actions over the mate once said that the Jews “nailed [him] to
years have me thinking she’s the mainstream the cross” after he lost the election for presireincarnation of Jill Stein, which is an honor dent of the Harvard Undergraduate Council.
(?) I don’t just give out like it’s socialism. If On a slightly lighter note of hypocrisy, he
it wasn’t her telling a radio host she didn’t
care if he joined the Taliban, it was for sure wants 100% clean energy in Florida ASAP,
her repeatedly branding “crazy” Arizona as but the only problem is that he voted to build
“the meth lab of democracy.” That doesn’t
a brand new coal plant while he was city
even touch on the fact that she invited a cov- commissioner.
en of Pagan witches to her anti-war protests.
I’m getting long-winded here, so there is no
Even still, we haven’t gotten to her vote to
weaken sentences for child sex traffickers, or better way to end this off than with a questaking a $53,000 donation from the founders tionable man in my own home state: Robert
of Backpage, which was shut down for facil- O’Rourke, who for some reason insists we
itating sex trafficking. Amidst of all the ancall him “Beto”. To be clear: he is Robert
tics I’ve described above, no matter how
nonsensical or disgusting they may be, let’s Francis O’Rourke, son of Pat Francis
O’Rourke and Melissa Martha Williams.
end with a bit of comedy in the form of an
email she sent after George W. Bush was
That makes him sound about as Hispanic as
elected president. According to Kyrsten
Elizabeth Warren is Cherokee. Given how
Sinema, George W. “[crowned] himself King lethal lying about one’s ethnicity has been to
of the World for Life”, “[put] arsenic in our
water”, and “[set] up secret tribunals to per- Warren, the same standard should apply to
secute innocent people for indefinite periods Robert. We shouldn’t have to even discuss
of time.” Moving on.
the fact a lawsuit has just been brought
against him for sending random Texans unNot to insult a childhood cult classic, but if
wanted campaign text messages with no way
Kyrsten Sinema has a Sharkboy to her Lavof stopping them. It shouldn’t even matter
agirl, it is surely Andrew Gillum. Whereas
that the Texas Democrats who nominated
Kyrsten Sinema has simply done stupid
him are currently being investigated for
things, some people Gillum is linked to are
sending voter registration packets to nonplain-and-dry criminals. His treasurer while
citizens with the “Are you a citizen?” box
he was the mayor of Tallahassee is currently
pre-checked “yes”. I guess that all this goalunder investigation for corruption after some
post-moving right in line with his calls to
lobbyists magically ended up with a multimake illegal border crossings legal and to
million-dollar grant after they treated him to
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have no authority who protects those borders.
Here you have now seen the current dilemma
of the Democratic Party: their past icons refuse to surrender the spotlight, the old guard
is getting more unhinged by the day, and
some of those who may follow in their footsteps want to enact radical policies that would
destroy what makes America so great. Because America is great. Let’s keep it that way,
and vote for those who put their country’s interests above their own, regardless of party.

The UC Update
The past two weeks have been big for
The University Conservative for a few
reasons. Our Twitter following has
grown to 3500 people, we’ve added the
Maroon Elite achievement for our best
writers, and we opened The UC Store.
We are going to start releasing more design and merchandise options for people
who want to look good, while also supporting conservatism on college campuses. To see what is offered, go to
TheUConservativeStore.com. Also,
please be sure to tell young conservatives about The University Conservative
publication and the opportunity to become a published author. The suppression of conservative ideas and voices
and campuses is a major problem and
we are working everyday to combat it.
Thank you for your support and as always… In God We Trust.
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Student Writings
The University Conservative is calling all conservative-thinkers, especially college students
and recent graduates, to join the movement! Visit theuniversityconservative.com and click on
the “Join The UC” tab, subscribe to the newsletter, and read how to get your articles published. Most articles make it onto the website, if they align with The University Conservative’s values, and the best writers are chosen to be part of the newsletter. To get your voice
heard and learn new ideas from other conservative minds, The University Conservative is the
ultimate platform. Check out the website to see the writings from students all around the
country.
In God We Trust.

Chad P. Quigley, Founder

For sponsorship opportunities or information on how to support The University Conservative, email
ChadQuigley@theuniversityconservative.com.
The University Conservative has recently become a Brickhouse Nutrition Affiliate. Their Field of
Greens nutritional supplement is completely organic and offers customers the chance to get all their essential nutrients from fruit and vegetables in powder form. Their Dawn to Dusk product increases energy, lasts up to 10 hours, heightens mental focus, improves mood and motivation, and is not loaded with
caffeine, like other energy supplements. Brickhouse is also a Ben Shapiro sponsor. If you’d like to improve your health, while also benefiting The University Conservative, you can access their products by
following this link:
http://brickhousenutrition.com/?rfsn=1703790.94352a1
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